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Abstract

A vital requirement for a successful software framework for digital storytelling is that it takes the abilities and background of the story authors into account. Dedicated tools should support authors in expressing their stories within this framework at an adequate level and point out an according authoring process for digital stories. The software framework should provide communication interfaces between technology experts, storytelling experts and application domain-experts. These requirements are similar to the ones already encountered when setting up a framework for interactive training applications. We present a concept how component and framework methodologies from software engineering as well as concepts from artificial intelligence can foster the design of such a software framework. The software architecture of our proposed framework is discussed as well as the according authoring process and tools. An implementation of our concept is described and lessons learned during using this framework in the application domain of emergency training are addressed. Although the framework has been applied for training purposes in particular, it can be used as a basis for a digital storytelling framework in general. © 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Digital storytelling differs in some fundamental aspects from conventional storytelling. In digital storytelling, users are more often viewed not only as listeners but also as people who can interact and shape the story. Another vital difference is that in digital storytelling computers and information technology is used as a medium for storytelling. As a consequence, the storyteller needs a dedicated software framework that allows her to describe the story she wants to tell and to present it to her audience, possibly in an interactive fashion. This dependency from technological issues is a problem, since conventional storytellers are seldom experts in mastering computer technology while computer experts seldom have the abilities to tell good stories.

Thus, a digital storytelling framework should at least free the authors from dealing with lower level technological issues like services concerning network distribution, communication infrastructure, provision of interaction mechanisms or animation presentation and rendering in real-time. Moreover, the framework should facilitate a seamless transition from story authoring to story presentation. But this is not enough. A crucial requirement for a successful digital storytelling software framework is that it takes the abilities and background of the story authors into account and supports “technology non-experts” in expressing their stories within this framework at an adequate level. In order to meet these requirements, dedicated authoring tools need to be conceived within the digital storytelling framework together with an authoring process that supports the communication between technology experts and storytelling experts.

In this paper, we want to show how component and framework methodologies from software engineering as well as concepts from artificial intelligence can foster the design of a digital storytelling software framework. We claim that the usage of these methodologies is not only
beneficial for the internal structure of the software and promises a faster, more reliable and more cost-efficient implementation of applications that make use of digital storytelling techniques. But we will show that the concepts presented in this paper also have implications for the authoring process and improve the communication between the different groups of people involved in digital storytelling. Here, we distinguish not only between the computer technology group and the storytelling group with artistic or design background, but we also distinguish a group of so-called application authors. This third group is neither expert in storytelling nor expert in information technology but they have fundamental knowledge about the domain the story is about. Most software systems about digital storytelling have neglected this third group so far.

We use an implementation of our proposed framework for training teams how to cope with emergency scenarios. How does this relate to digital storytelling? One interesting training concept is to use methodologies from digital storytelling: The trainer describes a scenario (i.e. description of the location, the objects, and the participants) and a plot what is going to happen in the scenario (i.e. the story line). The trainees are engaged in this scenario, take over several roles and act accordingly, thereby influencing the outcome of the scenario. While the trainees are acting, the trainer on the other hand can modify the plot (e.g. making a scenario more crucial by introducing malfunctions) and may adapt the scenario to the performance of the trainees. Thus, we have a special case of digital storytelling: in this paper we regard the story as a plot of an emergency scenario, the storyteller as a trainer, and the listeners as trainees.

The paper is organized as follows. Our component-based concept for a digital storytelling software framework along with a proposal for its software architecture is described in Section 3. Section 4 discusses the according authoring process and how the storytelling looks from the users point of view. Here we will also present dedicated authoring tools. In the next sections we will deal with the implementation of our software framework and the lessons we learned when this framework was used in a real application scenario by application authors who want to tell an interactive story about a fire incident in a subway. Finally, we will summarize the paper, address unsolved problems and give an outlook on future work. But let us start in the next section with a review of the requirements we have for a digital storytelling software framework.

2. Requirements

What is the purpose of a digital storytelling system? Looking at the state-of-the-art in digital storytelling literature [1–6] one can find different answers to this question. Some see the support of human authors in writing stories (e.g. generation of plot ideas, planning of a book project, automated consistency checks in the story) as the main purpose while some systems want the computer itself as the storyteller. Others point out, that digital storytelling systems should provide a framework where users can interact with each other (like in multi-users dungeons) and experience an interactive story. Another possible answer is that digital storytelling systems transfer and integrate storytelling techniques in a software application, e.g. in an authoring system for developing software. In this paper, we want to take a view of a digital storytelling system that comprises these alternatives and is even broader.

To illustrate what we mean by this, let us consider an example. Imagine that the staff of a subway-company should be trained how to cope with different emergency scenarios (fire, terrorist attacks, etc.). Software can be written, where the trainees act together in a simulated virtual environment (like in a role-play). Non-linear storytelling techniques can be applied to this training environment when a security expert who trains the employees develops stories of possible emergency scenarios. As it is impractical that all the roles involved in an emergency (hundreds of passengers, policemen, fire-fighters) are taken over by trainees, some of the roles are filled by non-player characters (NPCs). The trainer would prepare a training session by developing a story outline for the scenario and the behavior description of the NPCs. During the training the trainer can intervene and steer the development of the story by issuing events or manipulating the NPCs online like a puppeteer.

What observations can we make in this example about digital storytelling software? We see that there are two main phases the system has to support: the preparation of the story and its characters (authoring phase) and the actual interactive storytelling (presentation phase). During the authoring phase the storyteller (in our example the trainer) needs help from different expert groups. First, she needs support from experts in information technology as the necessary software needs to be created. For example, the NPCs need to be programmed in some way. Second, she needs help from people with design/artistic or storytelling background. For example, she needs support for the timing of the story, for the modeling of the characters, or for the realization of geometric models and animations. Third, she needs help from experts of her own domain (in our example, people who are familiar with the procedures in a subway-emergency). These application experts can help her in describing the rules of the world that is modeled in the story or of typical characters, their motivations, and their usual behavior. It is unlikely that the storyteller possesses all the necessary skills and knowledge (story telling competencies, programming skills, domain knowledge, pedagogical knowledge), so
all the experts can be viewed as co-authors of the digital story. Note, that also all experts have complementary skills (for example, the expert in storytelling probably has no in-depth knowledge about emergency procedures in a subway). Fig. 1 illustrates these relationships.

As a consequence, there is not one single author but we need to decompose the storytelling task in several author roles. Each role should have a very limited set of prerequisites the author has to possess. An individual authoring tool that makes available the results of the authoring in a common framework should support each role. The roles should be organized as a hierarchy where each author role should be able to rely on the results that lower level authors provided, i.e. the roles should form an authoring pyramid (see Fig. 2). This hierarchy should force an authoring process with an increasing level of abstraction. Also means for communication between the different authoring roles should be provided. These are requirements the digital storytelling software framework needs to meet.

Note in the above example, that the outcome of the story is not only determined by the storyteller but also by the listeners. Also note, that in most digital storytelling systems the storytelling/artistic/design experts are identical with the application experts. This is only possible, if entertaining is the application domain and the experts have the control over the world model. This is especially true in a fantasy world where the listener can only check the world for consistency but not for realism (unlike in our emergency training example).

3. Component-based concept

In this section we will present our concept for a component-based framework for digital storytelling. Therefore we will explain what components and frameworks are and why they are appropriate for a digital storytelling system. We will show how behavior descriptions can be realized by the usage of agent methodologies. Finally, we will propose a system architecture.

3.1. Components and frameworks

In the last section we have motivated that we need to implement an authoring pyramid. Components show us a solution how this can be accomplished since generally we have a division of work associated with the usage of components: authors who build components and authors who use components. With a component, we mean a software component in the sense of the component theory [7]. A component is a building block of a software system with an explicitly defined interface designed for reusability. Reusing a component means to choose it from a given component library, adapt and customize it and insert it into a skeleton application. The skeleton application gives a pattern for arranging the components and consequently the author does not need to take care how they are expected to cooperate. In framework theory, this is called inversion of control, as the provided framework (and not the author) is in
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Fig. 1. Digital storytelling process.

Fig. 2. Authoring pyramid for digital storytelling.
A possible solution is the usage of agent technology, since it is autonomous, i.e. the agent is not a tool waiting for commands but it is responsible for its own task, its state and its actions. This is an ability that is innate in all real world objects. Even a simple door has “control” of its state, it may comply with your attempt to open it, or it may be locked or stuck etc.

- Reactivity: The agent monitors the world it is in and acts as a reaction to changes in the world. The door mentioned above is typically reactive, i.e. someone pulls the handle, and the door opens.

- Proactivity: Even if there are no changes in the outside world, the agent may decide to take action. Proactivity is usually associated with living real world beings but even a non-living object can “act” according to some inner state without an immediate outside stimulus.

- Reasoning: Before the agent can take an action it has to decide to do so. This decision is part of the reasoning process in an agent. The reasoning may depend on built in knowledge, recollection or even experience. Learning might be an important aspect in the reasoning part of an agent [16].

- Communication: If communication is broadly defined, every interaction with the world can be interpreted as communication. Verbal or textual communication is especially important, either between agents or between an agent and a human user of the system.

- Personality: Personality is the difference between an agent and a stereotypical, linear system. This feature is important when the agent shall represent a human being. Individual behavior can make an agent believable rather than stereotypical.

3.2. Component-based 3D computer graphic

For the concept of our system it is important to integrate 3D graphics and behavior descriptions for the story (so-called story behavior) in components. In the last years some papers addressed the topic how 3D computer graphics can be used in component-based systems. The motivation of the authors for their work was different and therefore their perspective was not uniform. Zeleznik et al. introduced the idea of an encapsulation of geometry and behavior in so-called 3D Widgets for the usage in 3D user interfaces [9]. As examples a virtual sphere, a cone tree and other interaction components were presented. [10] extend this concept of 3D Widgets with regard to the inner structure of the 3D components. The authors introduced two kinds of directed acyclic graphs named geometry graph and behavior graph. A high level interface, which hides details of the implementation, is used to fulfill operation on the given graphs. So-called ports are used to connect 3D Widgets. A visual language for 3D Widgets allows an interactive construction of 3D applications. Our work is oriented on the work presented in [11]. This concept encapsulates geometry in 3D components in a way, that runtime and authoring framework use the same 3D components. More about component-based 3D graphics can be found in [12,13].

3.3. Story behavior

How can story behavior be divided into components? A possible solution is the usage of agent technology, since agents are per definition autonomous entities and fit well with component-based approaches. The term “agent” emerged in the 1970s and was since used for a variety of different systems and concepts. There is no exact definition for an agent, however there is some common ground for all such system [14,15]. The main features are:

- Autonomy: The agent is autonomous, i.e. the agent is not a tool waiting for commands but it is responsible for its own task, its state and its actions. This is an
3.4. System architecture

In this section, we will present the architecture of our component-based framework for digital storytelling (see Fig. 3). Backbone of our system is a communication platform, which is implemented as a bus and which can be distributed over the Internet. Storyteller and listener as well as all parts of the system are connected by the usage of a communication component. We use an event-based communication layer, which is used to distribute all events and which is used for synchronization. To allow the usage of agents from different authors (who may use different ontologies) we define for all entities a set of passive and active vocabulary. In this model, communication between two entities of a story requires that the intersection of the active vocabulary of the sender and the passive vocabulary of the receiver is not empty. Since the vocabularies are explicitly defined it is possible to define mappings between different vocabulary entries.

4. Storytelling and authoring process

The authoring process is depicted in Fig. 4. It starts with the creation of underlying frameworks that can support the next production step. In our case the story editor and customization editors are created. Besides, the skeleton of 3D components is made and major subcomponents (like the agent part or the meta-part of the 3D component) are integrated so that we have an “empty” 3D component available. With this it is possible to model geometry and author the behavior bases (e.g. providing atomic animations). It is also possible to implement action libraries. These bases can be developed in parallel for application behavior and low-level behavior as they have a well-defined interface. The next step in the production process is to provide 3D components that match entities in the real world. This is done by filling the empty 3D components with geometry and low-level behavior as well as providing rules for application level behavior. Besides, it is possible to modify existing 3D components. Having a set of 3D components available the authoring of a story can start. This is done in iterations by putting 3D components in the story editor, customize their appearance and behavior (e.g. by writing new rules or introduce existing rulesets out of a library) and defining links between agents (like property-to-property connections or sending messages). If this step is finished the story is compiled for the presentation phase.

The production process is characterized by concurrency and the division of the tasks of the author in several author roles. As the components used form a hierarchy the author roles can be organized in the form of an authoring pyramid as it was demanded. Examples

![Fig. 3. Architecture of a component-based framework for digital storytelling.](image-url)
For authoring roles are authors for geometric modeling, authors for behavior components, authors for authoring frameworks, authors for combining 3D frameworks or authors for modifying existing applications.

For instance, let us take the point of view of an author who wants to describe the application behavior of a 3D component describing a train driver. Other authors with more knowledge in agent specifications, 3D animation and programming have written components that this author may use. On the one hand there is a library of actions, e.g., actions like “moving from one place to another” or “telephoning.” The author does not have to take care about implementation details, for example how the telephone is actually addressed or how a movement behavior is animated. The actions may have side effects like altering the status of goals pursued. Using these pre-defined actions an author writes rules that describe which action the train driver component takes when certain conditions are met. Beside the actions, the author is provided with rulesets and behavior patterns that he can add to the rules he writes. Or the author can modify existing rulesets by substituting actions. For example, a ruleset may describe the behavior of trying to reach someone via telephone. To support the author, tools are provided that allow him to browse the provided components, write the rules, organize behavior descriptions at different level of abstraction and view the results of his authoring efforts as the train driver component can be directly executed in the story-editing environment. The storyteller may choose the train driver component as a whole, integrate it in a story and modify it with a customize editor. Instead of examining the rules of the train driver component in order to find out about its behavior, the storyteller can be provided with small scenes that were written by the component author and characterize the component’s behavior. This is an example, how communication between different authors (here: the storyteller and a component author, i.e., an application expert) can be designed at an adequate level.

Another example for the segmentation of a behavior specification between two authors and its formalization is given in Fig. 5.

Author A describes a behavior at a high level, she just specifies that the agent should be inattentive under some circumstances. The tool which is used for this authoring could range from a simple text editor up to a graphical front-end (see Fig. 6). For the result of this authoring step, the if-then-clause in Fig. 5 is predictive enough. The concrete characterization of the behavior “be_inattentive()” could be provided by author B, who has to work out the formal specification on the abstract level of author A into a formal specification of the single tasks, which are necessary to implement the behavior. Author B has the possibility to choose between three alternatives to describe the behavior. Alternative 1 could
be, that the inattention is a state of the character, which influences her activities and their impact. The different state could result in a higher probability for the incidence of specific events (i.e. the state of being inattentive increases the probability, that a traindriver provokes an accident). Alternative 2 occurs, when the appearance of inattention results in an action, which itself could be composed by a set of sub-actions. In comparison to alternative 1, an action could include a change of a state but particularly it has the possibility to realize actively the execution of tasks. In alternative 3, author B could define a ruleset, which should be processed. Within the scope of a ruleset authors are able to describe actions which should be performed under specific conditions.

To support an author in the production process our digital storytelling system has to provide several editors:

- A behavior editor to specify the agent behavior. Our system supports the non-technical experts with a visual behavior editor where an author can specify behavior as well as reuse it (see Fig. 6).
- A VR editor for modeling the virtual reality as well as its geometries and animations. In most cases this editor is a professional modeling tool like Maya or 3D Studio Max.
- A GUI editor to define the user interface. Filling the skeleton application with components is done with this editor. Therefore the editor provides support for selection, customization and insertion of components.
- A story editor to arrange specified components and agents to a story. The author has to describe, which roles exist and how they are filled. This tool allows the specification of a storybook as well as alternatives to it (see Fig. 7).
- A component browser, which allows managing and administrating component.
- An interference editor, that enables the storyteller to interfere with the story telling process.

All these editors have to be adapted for the individual authoring role. Thus, tools for authors with artistic background use metaphors from their domain, for example “stage”, “storyboard”, “directing”. In contrast to this, tools for the application experts use metaphors from the application domain, e.g. in our application example metaphors like “emergency plan”, “schedule”, “signal” would be appropriate.

5. Implementation

Our concept was implemented in the context of the ETOILE (Environment for Team, Organizational and Individual Learning in Emergencies) project (cf. Fig. 8), partly funded by the European Commission. The realization of the framework and the behavior editors as well as the implementation of the other tools, which were described according to the concepts above, were done with the object-oriented programming language Java and its component-model named JavaBeans [19]. To use Beans they have to be connected or used in conjunction with a framework. The framework makes the beans executable by accessing the meta-informations of the beans. This brings an explorative testing and evaluation of beans forward. The component-model of Java was enhanced by the use of so-called 3D-Beans [11]. These are regular Java components, which have in addition to their behavior a 3D-geometry, on the basis of the Java3D-API.

For the distribution of the application to a number of computers, the Remote Method Invocation (RMI) was used. RMI makes it possible, to distribute messages synchronized between different computers. To realize the communications between different components, we used the communication-bus Infobus [20]. The Java based agent system and rule engine we used, is Blaze Advisor [21] from HNC Software. In our developed system ETOILE, we were able to build scenes, which contains up to 25 different agents. The bigger part of the agents was developed by end-users (employees of a Spanish power company, respectively, a Spanish subway-company), whereby the agents had between 150 and 300 rules each. Further on our scenarios had around 35,000–50,000 polygons. If we combine these values about performance, we have to put out, that all our scenarios were capable to be executed on a standard PC (i.e. requirements like Intel Pentium IV, 256 MB memory, nVidia GeForce III graphics card or an equivalent computer).

![Fig. 7. Insertion of a 3D-Beans within the story editor.](image)